Programa

0. Benvinguda.

El projecte d’investigació Biografías marginales: violencia, sexo, género e identidad.
Edición y análisis de fuentes documentales valencianas de laÉpoca Foral (PGC2018097011-B-I00) del Ministerio de Ciencia, Innovación y Universidades del
Gobierno de España organitza, amb la col·laboració del Departament de
Filologia Catalana de la Universitat de València, l’Institut Interuniversitari de
Filologia Valenciana, el Dipartimento di Studi Umanistici de la Università di
Napoli «Federico II», el Dipartimento di Culture e Civiltà de la Università di
Verona i el Dipartimento di Lingue e Culture Moderne, de la Università «Suor
Orsola Benincasa» (Nàpols), un congrés internacional, interdisciplinar i
diacrònic sobre notícies personals, biogràfiques o autobiogràfiques de
personatges situats per qualsevol motiu als marges de la literatura, la
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historiografia i la documentació administrativa, és a dir, subjectes o col·lectius
minoritzats o invisibilitzats pels relats del poder o dels guanyadors. Ens referim
a minories ètniques o religioses perseguides per la justícia, històries de dones
marginades pels relats masculins, els assetjats per delictes relacionats amb la
seua condició sexual o aquells que actuaven al marge de la llei com a forma de
vida. Són, a la fi, persones que trobem etiquetades en els processos judicials,
memòries, informes, confessions, cartes o epístoles, etc., i en alguns casos, per
la informació que contenen aquells textos, es converteixen en una font
riquíssima per a la construcció de la història personal i la història de les
mentalitats i, més encara, per descobrir un seguit d’aspectes que sovint passen
desapercebuts o, simplement, no fan acte de presència en un altre tipus d’escrits,
ni documentals, ni literaris. La descoberta d’aquests textos marginals, ens
permeten fer visibles a aquells protagonistes de microhistòries que no han
interessat al poder. Així doncs, hem volgut rescatar textos que ens aporten
dades de la vida de dones i homes anònimes i anònims per a la història però
que, amb els seus comportaments o amb les circumstàncies que els van tocar
viure, posseeixen, sense dubte, ara, un interès inequívoc per a la construcció de
la història del nostre passat, com a fonaments per a la reconstrucció de relats
de vida quotidiana —per molt extraordinària que siga. Biografies invisibles, fruit
del context social, econòmic i polític de la seua època, que ens permeten
aproximar-nos als comportaments i passions, a les pulsions humanes —sense
temor a Déu ni al diable, de vegades, per seguir els esquemes d’aquells segles—
de gents que, en molts casos, vivien «sense llei ni rei» —com solien ser
anomenats per la literatura de l’època. Per mitjà de l’estudi de documentació
relacionada amb la violència de gènere, l’abús dels homes sobre les dones —
violacions, estupres, bigàmia—; qüestions relacionades amb l’homosexualitat
masculina i femenina, o la transsexualitat i altres opcions criminalitzades en
aquell temps; la presència d’heretgies —en relació als moriscos o als
criptojudaïzants; però no només—, les quadrilles de bandolers o els atacs dels
corsaris, i un llarg etcètera de marginats i marginals, pretenem apropar-nos a la
vida d’una part de la societat de l’antic règim que ara té un nou interés per
descobrir pinzellades de vides sovint violentes, però que formaren part de la
realitat d’aquells segles. Les fonts, així ho corroboren, i aquestes fonts són les
que, amb les més de 60 ponències amb què compta el congrés, volem donar a
conéixer, ara.
No volem acabar aquestes paraules sense donar les gràcies a tots els participants
i, encara, a les persones que, des de diferents entitats, han col·laborat en
l'organització, en la difusió i en el suport al nostre projecte que esdevé ara una
realitat. A més dels ja esmentats més amunt, ens cal fer menció del Projecte
AICO219/120 «Violència de gènere i identitats: edició i estudi de documentació valenciana
per a la construcció de biografies marginals (ss. XV-XVI)», de la Conselleria
d’Innovació, Universitats, Ciència i Societat Digital de a Generalitat Valenciana;
al Grup d’Investigació UV-INV_GIUV-172483/LLCVSOR de la Universitat
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de València; la Secció Històrico-Arqueològica de l’Institut d’Estudis Catalans;
el Center for Catalan Studies de la University of California - Santa Barbara;
l’ISIC/IVITRA; l’ Internationales Institut für Iberische Studien; el Programa de
Doctorat en Transferències Interculturals i Històriques en l'Europa Medieval
Mediterrània (Universitat d’Alacant); i la Societat d’Historiadors de la Corona
d'Aragó (HISCOAR). També, cal esmentar els membres de les secretaries, els
vocals i el comité científic. Sense tots ells, aquest congrés no hauria estat el
mateix.
Vicent J. Escartí - Rafael Roca Ricart
Directors del Congrés
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1. Dones i violència de gènere.
1) Rosa Mª Alabrús Iglesias (Universitat Abat Oliba CEU). El discurs eclesiàstic davant del
maltractament femení a l´època moderna.
The paper aims to make a study of the ecclesiastical treatises of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. At
the beginning of the s. XVII, they highlighted how marital or domestic abuse towards women (of parents,
mothers or relatives…) could preserve holiness (in the face of rape, etc.). It will be analysed how the religious
discourse was very present, then, the ill-treatment of all kinds, from the late medieval and early sixteenth century
references (Giovanna de Orvieto, Margarita de Castello, Angelella Colomba de Rieti, Hosanna de Mantua…).
At all times, the abuse was not just marital, and often led women to seek refuge with God, to become blessed
or tertiary or nuns. Even if the parents wanted to force them to marry unwanted men. At the end of the 16th
century and throughout the 17th century, the cases of Leonor de la Misericordia, Àngela Serafina Prat, Mauricia
del Santísimo Sacramento or Carolina de Jesús y San Francisco are well known for mentioning known cases of
marital abuse, which, despite the restrictions postridentines, as far as female religiosity was concerned, were
able to leave the home and confine themselves to beatitudes or monasteries. The truth is that, as the Baroque
century progressed and then, at then beginning of the eighteenth century and ultimately of the Enlightenment,
ill-treatment by theologians became polarized mainly in the field of marriage, and whether or not the woman
had the capacity to make decisions for herself, in the face of marital abuse, within the domestic sphere, and
whether the ruin of women could originate in men´s undue contempt for them, contempt that it had to be
corrected.

2) Victòria Bauçà Nicolau (Universitat de les Illes Balears). La violència física i econòmica
vers les dones a la Mallorca del segle XVII.
In Mallorca in 17th century we find different situations where women suffered physical violence, by men of
their environment as unknown: for example, the case of Gerònima Perelló, bludgeoned by her husband, and
the case of Joana Maria Arbona, who received the blows of two bandits. But there was more than a single
violence that women suffered in the modern age. We find, repeatedly, a violence we can denominate economic.
Generally, when women were alone and more vulnerable in a social and economic level, they could not have
access to their dowry. In that cases, we often discover there was a man close to them who refused to deliver
the money and/or possessions. That is the reason why we expose the existence of more than one type of
violence against women in the 17th century in the Kingdom of Mallorca.

3) Vicent Baydal Sala (Universitat Jaume I). Entre el sotmetiment violent i la protesta urbana.
Dones a Catalunya entre el 1450 i el 1550.
Invisible biographies are that of Paula Blanch, the daughter of a weaver from Barcelona whom two butchers
took to the brothel of Tarragona in 1450; that of Eulàlia Borrell, whom Joan Sobirats wanted to force after
promising marriage in Caldes d’Estrac in 1501; that of the five anonymous women who fled the Casa de les
Egipcíaques in Barcelona in 1536, or that of Magdalena Gadell, a girl from Caldes de Montbui who was raped
by Gabriel Campderriells in 1549. But so are those of the women of the city of Barcelona, form the artisan and
labour sectors, that in 1522 led the protests by a famine of wheat that devastated the Catalan capital. It is the
diverse social situation that we will analyze in the present paper through the testimonies reflected in the
municipal correspondence of Barcelona from the mid-fifteenth century to the mid-sixteenth century.

4) Carmel Ferragud (Institut Interuniversitari López Piñero) - Guillem Roca (Museu de la
Noguera). El cos de la dona maltractada, sota l'escrutini mèdic: els casos de València i Lleida
en la baixa edat mitjana.
Based on the rich judicial sources preserved in Valencia and Lleida, we have undertaken a study about the
intervention of physicians as experts in the courts of law to determine the nature and gravity of the injuries
caused by different means of violence against women: rape, domestic abuse, torture, common assault. We
examine the legislation and we compare it with the documentation, namely the testimonies of people who were
brought to trial. Yet, we thoroughly analyse the role of the experts, how the judges used the information
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received from them, the limits of their contribution and the controversy they used to arouse. These situations
took place in a setting where women suffered lots of injuries to which they could not defend, and those were
hardly ever reported. In brief, women were discriminated by the law.

5) Hilari Garcia Gàzquez (Universitat de València). L’herència del debat literari sobre la
«condició femenina» en l’obra dramàtica de Francesc Palanca i Roca.
19th century researchers consider that 18th century drama genres, especially the “sainet” (a comic sketch), are
a source of documentation on those years society. Consequently, we can follow the habits, uses and traditions
of the Valencian people of that period through an important part of the drama production by Francesc Palanca
i Roca (1834-1897), even the dispute or debate on women that used to flood the European literary and academic
circles of the medieval age. In this respect, we will see how the drama plays by Palanca i Roca gather the heritage
of misogynous topics and the arguments on women’s condition defence, a heritage coming from the cultivated
literature as well as from the popular one. All in all, the detection and identification of these elements will be
the objective of the present work.

6) Miguel G. Garí Pallicer (Universitat de les Illes Balears-IEHM). De confraria dels flequers
i flequeres, forners i forneres a confraria dels forners: la presència i absència de la dona en la
producció de pa a Ciutat de Mallorca (segles XV-XVIII).
Bread production history has been linked to female work. The aim of this presentation is analyze the accuracy
of that sentence in institutional, social recognition and economic terms. For this purpose, it will be used original
records from political, judicial and guild's archives from the Mediterranean city of Palma de Mallorca between
15th and 18th centuries. This period defines an interesting evolution of woman's guild's official presence as well
as economic and social recognition. The initial moment was the creation of the baker's guild in 1415 when the
official guild's name in the foundational documents included, directly, women's presence. This ended by the
last decades of the 15th century. The guild's women' marginalization continued by their exclusion of ovens'
property, despite female work was key in the bread's production and sale. This situation continued until the
18th century when a group of women achieved the possibility of becoming oven's owners, overcoming guild's
opposition.

7) Adrià Hernàndez Garcia (Quaderns d'Investigació d'Alaquàs). Marginació per gènere al
segle XV: el cas Margarida de les Belles i d'Aguilar.
The contribution analyzes the life and consequences of the entry into the Aguilar family, of Margarida de les
Belles, a woman born in València but of Pisan origin, who was a lady of Alaquàs, and her relationship with
construction of the Castle-Palace. An educated, independent and firm lady in the defense of her interests. An
example of the ostracism of women because of the role of men in telling the story.

8) Eva Izquierdo Molinas (Universitat de Girona). La comtessa fugitiva.
This presentation aims to reveal the most unknown details of Sanxa Ximenis d’Arenós’ life, countess of Prades,
a person whom Francesc Eiximenis devoted his Llibre de les dones. The aristocrat married count Joan de Prades,
grandson of king Jaume II, whom she divorced after twenty-five years of marriage. Thanks to the witnesses of
a lawsuit that took place after the countess’ death, we know that her husband was unfaithful, and she suffered
from domestic violence. Joan de Prades not only claimed the income of her properties, but also sent her
offensive messages, discredited her and threatened to kill her. That is why Sanxa decided to run away and took
refuge at the Santa Clara convent in Valencia.
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9) Arantxa Llàcer Martorell (Universitat Oberta de Catalunya). L'assassina, la bruixa, la
monja, l'esposa, la víctima... El paper de la dona en la València dels segles XVI i XVII.
This presentation sets out the different roles played by women in Valencia throughout the 16th and 17th
centuries. These women sometimes represented one of the weakest groups of the society, but also featured
episodes of witchcraft, murder, convents escapes, etc. In order to show the society in which they lived, we use
the diaries of Jeroni Soria, Miquel Jeroni Llopis, Ignasi Benavent and Josep Agramunt, through which some
specific episodes are exposed. Besides, these four stories enable us to recreate a violent city that made the most
vulnerable people the popular scorn.

10) Jade López Aledo (Universitat de València). Julchen Grünthal: la marginalidad de las
historias de internado femeninas.
Julchen Grünthal written by Friederike Helene Unger in 1784 is the predecessor of the corpus that will form
the women's boarding school literature. This type is a European phenomenon that has been little explored to
this day. Most of the existing studies are devoted to the research of boarding school literature produced by
authors, such as Die Verwirrungen des Zöglings Törleß by Robert Musil, Unterm Rad by Hermann Hesse, or
Jakob von Gunten by Robert Walser, but those that focus on the work composed by women writers are rare.
Female boarding school literature differs from male boarding school literature in its sarcastic and critical tone
towards society and in its portrayal of a woman whose role is in the shadow of the man and who is seen as only
valid for an education in manners and household chores. Julchen Grünthal provides the model that other
authors such as Christa Winsloe, Barbara Frischmuth or Ines Geipel will take to confront censorship and the
exclusion of women in society with their works.

11) María Luz Mandingorra Llavata (Universitat de València). Un espill de la violència: Els
sermons de sant Vicent Ferrer.
Preaching is considered by some authors as the most important communication device in the medieval world
and required the preacher to use all the resources at his disposal. Within this wide range were included the
evidences of nature and daily life, directly related to his experience and vision of the world and treated in terms
of both the circumstances in which the sermon was delivered and the audience to which it was addressed. The
sermon was thus a reflection of the society of the time. In this sense, the naturalness with which violence in
general and machismo in particular is presented shows us the high exposure to violent actions of individuals in
the late Middle Ages. It is not surprising, therefore, the continued presence of violent images in the sermons
of one of the most important preachers of the time, St. Vincent Ferrer. These images constitute one of the
communicative strategies of the Valencian master and are part of a pedagogy of terror, elaborated with a
common language that he shared with the audience, of which both the apocalyptic and the eschatological
discourse that he developed in a good part of his preaching is part.

12) Anna Peirats (Universitat Catòlica de València). Vides marginals femenines en la València
del segle XV.
This article focuses on the description of a group in high demand among medieval society: midwives, as well
as healers, who demonstrated an efficiency often far superior to that exerted by the medical professional. Since
the sudden cure of diseases, as well as the secrets surrounding life and death, from birth itself, have been for
centuries a source of superstition and mystery, the profession of these women, whose purpose was helping for
the benefit of life and health, was stigmatized; consequently, its healing force was associated with the influence
of the devil, magic, and superstition. That is why both midwives and healers became despicable trades, typical
of the occult and black magic. It is not surprising, as documented in both archival sources and literary texts, as
is the case of the sermons of St. Vincent Ferrer or the Spill by Jaume Roig, that this group of women became
a bridge between the witchcraft, which were judged and condemned as witches, especially in view of the
detracting influence exerted by Malleus maleficarum throughout Europe. These professions constitute another
view of Valence in fifteenth-century, between marginalization and social prejudice.
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13) Rafael Roca Ricart (Universitat de València). Violència contra les dones al Dietari d’Aierdi
(segle XVII).
During modern times, Valencian women played an absolutely marginal social role. And it was because of this
condition of subordinate or secondary human group that they were often victims of male violence. This physical
and psychological brutality contributed to stigmatize them even more, and sometimes was reflected in several
types of texts, such as newspapers. In this way, our work will consist of tracing, identifying and cataloguing the
cases of violence against women in the baroque diary of Joaquim Aierdi (1661-1664 and 1667-1679), one of
the richest and most expressive works of the Valencian six hundred.

14) Pau M. Sarrió Andrés (Universitat de València). L'ahir i l'avui de la violència de gènere
en els processos judicials contra dos veïns d'Alaquàs (1473-1492).
Two cases of gender violence, one related to adultery and the second to sexual abuse, which occurred at the
end of the 15th century in the streets of Alaquàs -which at that time was no more than a village in Horta-, show
the misogyny on which the social relationship systems of the late-medieval Valencian communities were
built.And from an updated viewpoint, we can see how neither time nor the condemnation of criminals has
managed to banish from our society the macho behavior of characters such as Ubaydal Lopet and Çahat Alaxí.

15) Vicent Terol (Arxiu Municipal d'Ontinyent). Una dona mundària, un negre i un fadrí.
Un cas de segrest i violació a l’Ontinyent de 1538.
Angelina Cantavella was what was called in the fifteenth century a "mundària" (worldly) woman. She was of
Aragonese origin and she had emigrated to the city of Valencia. She practised itinerant prostitution, under the
protection of her "lover" or pimp. We will analyse and transcribe an entire criminal trial held by the court of
justice of Ontinyent in 1538, which dealt with the assault, kidnapping and gang rape of which this woman was
the victim when she moved from Ontinyent to the town of Agres. The crimes were perpetrated by an Ontinyent
bachelor or teenager, Lluís Bodí, and Francesc Almenara, a free black man who lived in the town at the time
and worked as a baker.

16) Anastasia Terzopoulou (UNED / Universitat d'Alacant). Violencia conyugal y víctimas
de la guerra: la valenciana Beatriz Martí y la troyana Andrómaca de Eurípides.
This paper develops the theme of violence against women in classical Greek culture and that of violence in the
Crown of Aragon in the Late Middle Ages. Specifically, the cases analyzed have to do, on the one hand, with
the violence committed against the Princess of Troy, Andromache, who, after the looting and fall of her
homeland, has become a war captive, a concubine from the family who killed her husband and son; and, on
the other, the case of the marital violence of the Valencian Beatriz Martí. Both women, despite the centuries
that separate them, suffer injustices and pain, but they also have a person who helps and protects them: in the
case of Andromache it is Peleus, the grandfather of its current owner; and, in the case of Beatriz, Queen Maria
of Aragon herself.
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2. Minories ètniques i religioses.
1) Jordi Bertran Luengo (Universitat Rovira i Virgili). El conflicte de l’ètnia gitana en la
processó de la Sang de Tarragona del segle XVIII.
The gypsy ethnic group had been established in the town of Tarragona, Catalonia, since the 17th century. In
the following century it appeared documented like a group participating in the procession of the Brotherhood
of the Blood, in Holly Week. This association was founded in 1545 and the present year it celebrates 475 years
of existence. The persecutions directed by the Government of Spain against the gypsy ethnic group also affected
Tarragona and the participation of this minority agglutinated around the guild of the manufacturers of
espadrilles. Officially, the Brotherhood of the Blood prevented the presence of the gypsy group in the
procession in the second half of the 18th century. But decades later we found them associated with one of the
theatrical groups in the religious parade, the Roman soldiers, and also in another festive and theatrical cycle,
that of Corpus and Santa Tecla, as dancers of the giants.

2) Antonio Constán-Nava (Universitat de València).Imagen y estatus desde el pecado en los
procesos marginadores inquisitoriales contra la minoría morisca.
The ethics of peninsular society (16th-17th centuries) is imposed by ways of life derived from religious
impositions, where crimes are earthly transgression that becomes sin, an ethical deviation that deserves
exemplary physical and moral punishment. The list of terms collected as crimes against faith by the Tribunal
of the Holy Inquisition are a reference to reconstruct the marginalization processes used against the Moorish
minority, as well as to reconstruct the image and status that these people actually represented, some of them
perfectly integrated into Christian society, and others, such as the case of the women Moorish, under the
watchful eye of the Inquisition. The communication will reconstruct the image and status of these marginalized
victims within the community through various inquisitorial processes of the inquisitorial tribunal of Valencia.

3) Marco Antonio Coronel (Universitat de València). La coexistencia de minorías religiosas:
musulmanes, judíos y cristianos en el Antialcorano de Bernardo Pérez de Chinchón.
The coexistence of religious minorities in the different Hispanic kingdoms gave rise to a wealth of literature on
the best methods to encourage the conversion of Muslims and Jews to Christianity. Amidst more or less violent
proposals to break the will of the non-Christian population, others emerged that advocated persuasive ways of
catechesis. An example of these is the Antialcorano by Bernardo Perez de Chinchon. This work contains a total
of 26 sermons which are supposed to have been delivered to the Moorish communities around Gandía, in the
Kingdom of Valencia. This lecture focuses specifically on the set of arguments of a moral nature used by Pérez
de Chinchón to convince the Moors. The aim of this argument is both to prove the ethical superiority of
Christianity and to highlight the irrationality of the Islamic precepts.

4) Ramón Doménech Villa (Universitat d'Alacant). Persecuciones a las minorías religiosas
existentes en la Corona de Aragón por el Tribunal de la Santa Inquisición de la ciudad Murcia
durante los siglos XV, XVI, XVII y XVIII.
Of the different permanent courts of the Inquisition created between 1482 and 1574, the one that had its
headquarters in the city of Murcia and that exercised its powers in different territories of the Crown of Castile
as that of Aragon stood out. Extracted from the catalog created by Juan Blázquez Miguel, based on the existing
funds in the National Historical Archive, and published in the magazine Murgetana in 1987, the role played by
the institution symbolized by the cross, the sword and the sword has been reconstructed for this work. olive
tree and that affected the lives of Judeo-converts and Moors, among others. For the study presented, the
different cases of citizens residing in regions belonging to the Crown of Aragon have been filtered, all for
religious reasons, with the aim of having a detailed view of them, so as to have specific information and together
with, in some specific trials, the file made at the time and currently accessible in electronic format.
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5) Sergi Espinosa Polo (Universitat de València). Visió lul·liana de l’islam a través del Llibre
del gentil e dels tres savis.
The parliament of the Saracen in the Llibre del gentil e dels tres savis exemplifies Ramon Llull's way of showing
us the cultural and religious elements that revolve around Islam. We will see how easy it is to see the degree of
fidelity that underlies the parliament of the Saracen if we compare it with the Koran and the Sunna. On the
one hand, the particular Lullian vision of the Islamic religion will be analyzed. On the other hand, the aim is to
highlight the respectful way in which Ramon Llull treated both the Muslims in his work and Islam, which was
far removed from the aspirations of the time.

6) Antoni Ferrando (Universitat de València). Bregues i avalots en el Benicolet morisc dels
anys 90 del segle XVI.
Thanks to a number of lawsuits that took place in Benicolet in the last decade of the sixteenth century, we
know many details of the daily life of the Moorish Benicolet of the time: from the theft of jewelry to a neighbour
to pay at the inn of Almiserà that welcomed "worldly women" to quarrels between clans over livestock disputes,
through riots among the people of the village before the actions of justice.

7) Francesc Granell Sales (Universitat de València). Imatges del musulmà en la pintura
valenciana medieval.
Images of Muslims in fourteenth and fifteenth-century in Valencian altarpieces have been examined by scholars
who analysed them mainly by means of hagiographical and biblical texts. However, these images have not been
brought into focus in order to clarify political meanings under the scope of postcolonial studies. On the one
hand, this communication aims to analyse figurative patterns of Muslim iconography so as to prove the
existence of a sole visual stereotype. On the other hand, we examine three particular images in order to prove
their link with the Valencian interreligious conflict.

8) Josep Lozano (Universitat de València). Els moriscos valencians i la Relació de Cerdà de
Tallada.
This communication for the Congrés sobre Proscrits, Marginats i Minories de la Corona d’Aragó (ss. XV-XVIII) Textos
i vides, October 20, 2020, deals with the Valencian Moorish minority and their expulsion, based on a study and
critical edition of a text by Cerdà de Tallada about the expulsion of the Valencian Moors in 1609. The text,
which is incomplete, contains, nevertheless, numerous facts of historiographical interest and is a remarkable
example of the Valencian chronicles from the Baroque period.

9) Jacob Mompó (Universitat Catòlica de València). El procés inquisitorial contra Constança
Nicolau: un cas de criptojudaisme.
In the Valencia of the late fifteenth and early sixteenth century, before and after the expulsion of 1492, a
relatively large group of converts kept crypto-Jewish practices and customs in the clandestinity of their home.
In this context, during the early days of the Inquisition, fear spread among this social group and many cryptoJews confessed in time of grace to try to get rid of the Inquisitorial bonfire. And so did our protagonist in 1482.
However, years later, Constança, due to the denunciations of someone in her family, found herself again
immersed in matters that attempted against the Catholic faith and had to face, at least, two more inquisitorial
trials (1509-10 and 1522-23).
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10) Ramón Santonja Alarcón (Universitat d'Alacant). Els esclaus a la governació d'Oriola a
l'Edat moderna.
The aim of this communication is to make known the phenomenon of slavery in the territory of the
government of Orihuela during the leasehold period, which allows us to see a relatively frequent phenomenon
during the period, although more limited to the large towns, such as Alicante and Orihuela, for being the first
to arrive from most of the slave contingents, and the second, for their political capital.The main sources for
knowing the origins, the owners, the gender, the age and other aspects are the parish sources (all the slaves were
baptized on their arrival), the notarial protocols and some judicial processes. Generally, the origin of the slaves
were black Africans and Muslims of North Africa, but also Mudejars and Moors enslaved as a result of the
War of Granada and the various Moorish rebellions of the sixteenth century. And also, occasionally some of
Slavic origin.

11) Joan Maria Furió Vayà (Universitat Catòlica de València). Teologia corelliana per a
conversos. Lo Cartoxà per a l'assimilació d'una minoria social i religiosa.
The relationship between Joan Roís de Corella (1435-1497) and the converted Jews in Valencia in the second
half of the 15th century is widely known. His intellectual leadership and spiritual concerns meant that he also
addressed this social minority, stigmatized and always viewed with suspicion. Therefore, my participations in
this congress focuses on contextualizing and describing the procedures that, with a common religious basis,
but through Christian theological postulates, Roís de Corella used in order to assimilate these converts to his
new faith,and provide them of arguments to endure the social discredit in which they lived. This analysis is
circumscribed to the last and most extensive work of the Valencian author, published in four books, Lo Cartoxà
(1495-1500), a masterpiece to infer the society and spirituality of late medieval Valencia.
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3. Diversitat sexual i marginalitat.
1) Ana R. Calero Valera (Universitat de València). Karagöz: revisitar el margen.
Turkish-born author Emine Sevgi Özdamar is considered a pioneer for having brought the first generation of
immigrants to Germany onto the stage in her play Karagöz in Alamania. Ein türkisches Stück (1982). In this text,
Özdamar uses the tradition of Turkish shadow theater, the Karagöz, to shape some marginal characters that
navigate the seams of our western societies. Declared Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity by UNESCO
in 2009, the Karagöz shadow theater is one of the oldest examples of Turkish art. Karagöz also gives name to
the main character who, accompanied by Hacivat, represents the margin, the ingenuity and the popular wisdom.
There are various theories about Karagöz's entry into Turkey, which coincide in situating its splendor and
popularity during the Ottoman Empire, between the 14th and 16th centuries. Our aim is to present the Karagöz
shadow theater and its main characters to gain insights into why Özdamar revisits and rewrites this tradition in
the 20th century.

2) Vicent Josep Escartí (Universitat de València - IIFV). Processos contra sodomites al fons
de Gorvernació de l'Arxiu del Regne de València (s. XVI).
The section of the Processos de Governació conserved in the Archive of the Kingdom of Valencia contains a
great number of procedural documentation from the 16th and 17th centuries fundamentally. Practically all of
it is written in Catalan -with interventions, in different processes, of voices in Spanish- and constitutes a very
rich collection for the study of the language in the foral period. Furthermore, due to its legal nature, in many
cases it contains fragments of life stories of marginal characters and those marginalized by society. In this case
we are concerned with giving news of four processes for crimes of sodomy, of the 1500.

3) Joan Iborra (Universitat de València). Invisibles i marginats: els captius redimits per l'Obra
pia de Germana de Foix a principi del s. XVII.
Germana de Foix viceroy left in her will a lifetime annuity of 300 pounds, which were obtained from censuses
charged to institutions of the Crown of Aragon and destined to the wedding of maidens and to the redemption
of captives in the Kingdom of Valencia. A register book with annotations of the people who benefited from
this will is kept at the National Historical Archive in Madrid, under the signature CODICES, L. 489 and title
“Libro de la administración y distribución de la obra pía que para huérfanas y cautivos fundó la reina Germana
de Foix, en el monasterio jerónimo de San Miguel de los Reyes”. This codex gathers the annotations made in
between 1553-1631. This present work studies the legacy for the period 1605-1615 in order to determine the
implementation of the will, the return of the captives accounted for in the notes and the classification of the
rescued ones by origin, profession, etc.

4) Abel Iglesias Caballero (Universidad de Alcalà). Los ciegos oracioneros de Barcelona.
Aspectos socioeconómicos y aprendizaje del oficio (siglos XVI-XVIII).
From late Middle Ages and during all Modern Ages, many blindmen in the Iberian Peninsula prayed in the
houses of the devoted people and, especially, in the streets of rural and urban spaces. They received a monetary
remuneration for this activity, paid by their audience. Most of these blindmen were gathered in trade union
brotherhoods that conveyed the practice of their activity. An example of that brotherhoods is the Confraria del
Sant Esperit in Barcelona. Considering the interpretation of notarial documents of the Arxiu Històric de
Protocols de Barcelona, we offer a study of the geographic and social origins, and economic situation of the
blind prayers in Barcelona. In addition, we take interest in the learning process that they lead in order to become
in prayers professional. In this way, we try to draw attention to a group that lived on the margins of society and
that has been pushed aside by traditional historiography.
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5) Andrea Nicolini (Università degli Studi di Verona). Subjectivity and Power Between
Étienne de La Boétie and Michel Foucault.
The article reconstructs two different perspectives on the relation between power and servitude. The first part
is dedicated to Étienne de La Boétie’s Discours de la servitude volontarie and shows the voluntary aspect of servitude.
The second part is dedicated to the Foucault’s concept of Dispositif and shows the involuntary aspect of
servitude. The aim of the article is to show how the evolution of society has not gone hand in hand with the
emancipation of citizens, but has, on the contrary, devised a new, less evident but no less pervasive, way of
controlling people’s conscience.

6) Rocío Rodríguez (Universitat de Barcelona). Sodomía e Inquisición, el miedo al castigo.
The Catholic Monarchs established the Inquisition in Spain in 1478. In 1524 King Ferdinand obtained from
Pope Clement VII the power to judge sodomy in the Crown of Aragon, with courts in Barcelona, Valencia and
Zaragoza. There were civil and ecclesiastical laws against the practice of what was then called "nefarious sin."
Sodomites on trial either accused themselves, were found practicing sodomy, or were accused by others, as
witnesses or with false testimony. Many presented the most unusual excuses to get rid of the punishments that
the Holy Office applied (torture, relaxation, galleys, lashes, exile and confiscation of property). In a study of
638 defendants, ages ranged from 10 years (flogged) to 69 (banished).

7) Maria Saiz Raimundo (Universitat de València). Les fembres de bordell en l'obra de Ramon
Llull.
In the Middle Ages, if women were already marginalized by civil and ecclesiastical legislation, considered
sources of corruption, the ‘fembres públiques’ were so in two ways: because of their feminine status and moral
reputation. However, although they are socially marginalized, the ‘fembres pecadrius’ are at the same time
accepted because they play an important role. And, as always, this reality will have its relevant treatment in the
literature of the time. In the Romanç d’Evast e Blaquerna and in the Llibre de les bèsties, Llull will precisely criticize
the tolerance of urban authorities in the face of prostitution, set out conversion mechanisms and propose
alternatives for these ‘fembres de bordell’.

8) Raül Sanchis Francés (Universitat Rovira i Virgili - LAiREM/ICONODANSA). Les
fembres pecadrius i el ball.
This study shows the close relationships that exist during the medieval autumn between prostitutes (fembres
pecadrius) and the dance: on the one hand, in the slums and the brothels, controlled for some time by the figure
of King Arlot, and on the other, in the court, under the shelter of the ruling classes. In addition, safer
interpretations are provided for taxes such as tarquena or tarchana (also tarcon), which taxed the activities of the
çabies o sabies (Muslim prostitutes) and the musical interventions of the minstrels at the weddings and zambras
of the Saracen collective.

9) Hèctor Sanchis Mollà (Universitat de València). Aproximació a l’«Interrogatori dels
pecats» dins dels Casos raros de la confessió.
In 1997 Joan Alegret published the study La prosa religiosa impresa en català a la Mallorca del s. XVII: notícia de sis
obres where he makes an introduction of the work Casos raros de la confessio by Cristóbal de Vega, published in
spanish in Valencia in 1670 and translated in catalan by Ignaci Fiol in 1670. One of the final parts of this is a
curious Interrogatori dels peccats, pera confessions llargues y generals en breu espai de temps. This questionnaire includes a
set of questions that the sinner has to raise at the time of making a complete confession. If we keep in mind
that this questionnaire has been elaborated to make a confession and, this way, to purge the sins of the people
from that moment, we think that the offenses mentioned in the interrogations should be common in the reality
of the moment. Some crimes that will introduce some more to know a part of the live in the society of the old
regime.
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10) Albert Toldrà Vilardell (Universitat de València). Vicenta Queralt, bruixa de Traiguera.
Vicenta Queralt, of Traiguera, in Baix Maestrat, is considered -and accused- unanimously by her neigbors, even
by people with studies, as a witch. Without any substantiated accusation, along the investigation of the Justícia
of Traiguera, in 1669, we see how this woman, marginalized, alone in a world of thick sociability, condenses all
fears, is considered guilty of all diseases and abnormal deaths of people and animals, of all the misfortunes. She
is, in short, the classic scapegoary, victim of the society that at the same time feels her victim, and which her
irascible and unpleasent disposition does not help at all. Vicenta assumes her fame and believes that she has
evil powers to fear, to defend herself: -Since they have me as a witch, I’ll make her dry like a cane!
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4. Persones al marge de la llei.
1) Alberto Barber Blasco (Universitat de València). Per causa de certs crims per aquells perpetrats e
comeses. Notícies, sancions i càstigs dels perseguits per la justícia valenciana al segle XV.
Which cotidian conflicts were origined in the XVth century in Valencia? Who were the criminals that acted
outside the law and break the convivence? How they were punished? These are some cuestiones that we want
to respond with our propose. Our objetive will be to show the news, fines and punishments that testify
forbidden sexual relations, fights, sorcery, path's raiders and other criminal practices were produced in the
Valencia’s geographic sorroundings, even outside of the Valencia’s kingdom borders.

2) Joan Barberà i Ibiza (Universitat de València). Pedro de Mur, un jove delinqüent en l'Alzira
del 1582.
Pedro de Mur, a young man from Alzira city, is accused of attempting to stab Pere Serrano, a notary from that
city. In the course of the trial, the evidence of the misdeeds and crimes of the accussed an his friends is made
public, through the witnesses who are collected. Thus, if dirtying a door with mud is a misdeed, wanting to stab
a man, shooting a gun at a window and a whole series of facts that the witnesses describe (throwing stones,
insulting, threatening...) they constitute a fairly considerable criminal baggage of a person with a conflicted and
irascible disposition.

3) Emilio Callado Estela (Universitat Cardenal Herrera CEU). Descarrío y purgación del
chantre de la catedral de Orihuela Domingo Bou y Miralles.
This article analyzes the case of the cantor of the cathedral of Orihuela, Domingo Bou y Miralles, whose love
affairs with a young widow would earn him exile between 1691 and 1692, at the request of the local bishop and
by order of the crown.

4) Jaime Elipe (Universidad de Zaragoza). Nobility, adultery and nicholaism at the Early
Modern Age in Aragon.
The objective of our proposal is to study the specific case of the former concubine of the Archbishop of
Zaragoza, Don Alonso de Aragón. It was the noble Doña Ana de Gurrea (+1528), who began her romantic
relationship when she was still married. Undoubtedly, this was not an exceptional case in Western Europe, but
it does aim to fill an important historiographic gap. Beyond some royal –or popes– lovers in Europe, in Spain
studies on these women are still to be done. They were women of high or medium nobility who were not
marginal at all, but they moved on the margins imposed by society.

5) Josep Enric Estrela Garcia (Universitat de València). L’amor més enllà de la mort. Un cas
de necrofília a Algemesí (País Valencià, 1912).
In May 1912 the Valencian city of Algemesí was the epicenter of the state press, due to a particular crime:
Carmelo Vendrell, a widower, of ordinary profession, was accused of desecrating the grave of his wife and
having guarding the body secretly, inside a wooden box in his house. The case caused a great stir and divided
the Algemesin society between those who considered the author a degenerate and those who excused him for
having acted out of love. In the present work we analyze the impact that this fact had on the press of the time
and the documentation kept in the municipal archive of Algemesí, which contains the steps taken by the local
government.
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6) Javier Fajardo Paños (Universitat de València). Scarinxo, cossari e enemich de nostra nació:
Pirates i corsaris a les costes de la Corona d’Aragó (1456-1461).
The present proposal will try to contribute to the construction of the first historiographical bases in the field
of piracy and Corsicanism in the late medieval Crown of Aragon, a field of study that has been surprisingly
little studied and that has a multitude of questions that have not yet been resolved. Thanks to our doctoral
research, we have been able to identify in the period from 1456 to 1461 (the beginning of the Catalan Civil
War) numerous references to attacks by pirates and corsairs on the coasts of the Crown of Aragon through the
correspondence of the Juries of Valencia. Concretely, through the figure of Scarrinxo (or Scarrincio), a Genoese
pirate and corsair, we will try to outline a brief biographical account that helped us to know in more detail the
practice on the fringes of the law of this type of characters in the autumn of medieval times.

7) Miquel Faus Faus (Universitat de València). El comerç prohibit: Control i tràfic d’armes
en la Corona d’Aragó medieval.
During the late Middle Ages, the cities of the Crown of Aragon became major centres of arms production and
export. Cities such as Barcelona and Valencia supplied the armies of many European states in military
campaigns of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. In this context, the only rule that regulated this trade was
the prohibition of selling arms to the enemies of the Crown, usually the Muslim states of Granada and North
Africa. In this presentation we aim to analyse how the states of the Crown of Aragon tried to control the arms
smuggling and how this conditioned the Muslim population, often accused of collaborating in trafficking
operations.

8) Mercè Gras Casanovas (Arxiu dels carmelites descalços de Catalunya i Balears). Soldat
pròfug i frare escàpol: l’atzarosa vida del carmelita descalç alemany Bonifaci de Sant Pau,
Braun Marchant (1724-1794).
Juan Sigismundo Braun had a troubled existence, in permanent conflict with the institutions of which he was
part: probable fugitive, vagabond, enlisted by force to the Bourbon army. Deserter of the army, he dressed the
Carmelite habit and was captured by a military company and prisoned. After a long contention between the
military and ecclesiastical authorities, he finally professed as a discalced Carmelite. At a short time, and after a
series of disagreements, he began a long series of causes against the discalced Carmelites, alleging that his
profession was null, because of the irregular his departure from the army, because had not had completed the
novice statutory temps. The severe conflict motivated three arrests, between 1766-1780, and a final escape of
the convent’s prison, interposing constant litigation, until shortly before his death, when revalidated the
religious profession as Friar Bonifaci de Sant Pau.

9) Víctor Joaquín Jurado Riba (Universitat de Barcelona). Els soldats bandolers d’Antic
Sarriera a la guerra de las Alpujarras.
The remission of crimes by the enrolment in the military is quite wellknown thanks, to a large extent, to
important figures such as Perot Rocaguinarda. This communication proposes the presentation of Antic Sarriera
and his approach to the Monarchy through military service. This nobleman from Girona raised a contingent of
over a thousand soldiers to Catalan lands, among which, by specific royal mention, he was allowed to add
bandits. The aim of this group was to reinforce the royal army, full of militias, which were repressing the
Moorish uprising in the Alpujarras at the end of 1568. We would therefore find a moment where those
traditionally repressed and outside the law allied themselves with the Crown to redeem their crimes, helping
along the way the royal armies to repress a religious minority raised in arms in an open manner. In this
communication, documents from the Simancas Archive, private letters from Sarriera to the environment of
Lluís de Requesens (one of the greatest officers of the time and a lieutenant of Juan de Austria), as well as the
various chronicles of the armed conflict, would be used to explain what is said about this nobleman, about the
Catalans and about the inter-nobiliary and power relations of the time.
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10) Àlex Llinares Planells (Universidad de Málaga). Bandolers i bandositats al dietari de
mossèn Joaquim Aierdi.
Baroque Valencian banditry established a climate of violence, extortion, and constant confrontations in the
Kingdom of València that became the norm at the time. Most studies about banditry about banditry is based
solely on institutional documentation, this is how we have approached this phenomenon through a dietary
writing: the diary of Mossén Joaquim Aierdi. Through this diary we will see which aspects of the world of
banditry paid more attention to him, which bandits appear to be more assiduous, and above all what opinion
did the author have towards the world of banditry.

11) Vicent Martines (Univesitat d'Alacant - ISIC/IVITRA, IEC, RABLB). Història i mimesi
literarària sobre qui és minoritzat, a casa seua, marginalitzat i ha de refer la vida en l'exili:
Roger Bernat II i son fill Roger Bernat III, comtes de Foix, faïdits refugiats a la Corona
d'Aragó.
In this paper, we study the figure of the great Occitan lords who by the so-called right of conquest were
marginalized and obliged to exile themselves, spending their life trying to recover their fathers´ land. These are
the so-called “faïdits”, Occitan lords who suffered the dispossession of their lands by the crusaders of Simon
of Montfort and later on by the Crown of France during the Albigensian Crusade in the first half of the 13th
century. The defeat of Muret (September 12, 1213) was a total surrender for Occitan lords. Many of these
“faïdits” (as well as the “civil” population), disposseed, ruined and carrying only what they were wearing at the
moment, totally destitute, took refuge in the Crown of Aragon, particularly in Catalonia. In fact, many lords
also had feudal possessions south of the Pyrenees, and found refuge in the court of young King James I. At
this court, they were very active trying to recuperate their ancestral lands (“pàtria¨) as well as taking part in the
courtly life (sometimes not very peaceful) of the Crown of Aragon. They participated both in revolts against
the king and helped the monarch in his conquests. These Occitan noble refugees (certainly a minority, although
not stigmatized) also contributed honourably to defend the Crown of Aragon from many aggressions, such as
the French crusade against Catalonia as retaliation for the Sicilian conquest by Peter the Great. Here we will
focus on two great lords: Ramon Roger I, Roger Bernat II, Roger IV and Roger Bernat III. We will use the
exceptional materials that talk about them (both of great historiographic and literary quality): the Cançó de la
Croada contra els albigesos, the Llibre dels Fets by James I and the Crònica de Desclot (focused on Peter the Great).
In addition, there are references about them by several troubadors (both were troubadors themselves). They
represent the life of the outlaw (although not poor by any means) who must seek his fortune serving new lords
who suffer tribulations, as we will see in works such as Tirant lo Blanch.

12) Òscar Santos-Sopena (Universidad Politécnica de Madrid). Pensamiento humanista al
margen de la ley: aspectos socioculturales y autobiográficos en la obra de Bernat Metge.
As evidenced by the numerous researches carried out since the 19th Century the Catalan writer Bernat Metge
(1340 / 46-1413) is one of the key authors of Catalan literature. In this research, we understand Metge as
controversial writer, an “outside the law” author who writes works such as Llibre de Fortuna e Prudència (1381)
and Lo somni (1399) that through words, irony, and humor narratively develops their political issues and it helps
to prove his innocence in some of the open penal processes against him, while at the same time raising some
of the philosophical problems of European Humanism (Batllori, 1995). This study highlights the use of satirical
humanist dialogue that helps to understand and promote the origin of modernity and the existence of
humanistic thought in Catalan literature.

13) Abel Soler (Universitat Jaume I - Castelló) Dijo que no había infierno, ni purgatorio ni cielo: La
revolta social, moral y espiritual de Magdalena Blasco (Quatretonda, 1609).
Magdalena Blasco, a young widow with dependent children who lived in an country village in the kingdom of
Valencia, in a parish administered by Dominican friars, was denounced and sentenced to prison by the
Inquisition, in 1609, for expressing ideas that connected with the Protestant spirituality and even represented a
direct attack on the Catholic faith, due to its unusually agnostic and materialistic character.
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5. Textos i documents invisibilitzats.
1) Armando Alexandre Dos Santos (Universidade do Sul de Santa Catarina). La condición
femenina, en dos obras clásicas de la literatura de la Corona de Aragón.
The process of valorization of the feminine condition presented a discreet and promising progress in the first
half of the 13th century, but regressed in the following centuries. This retroaction was not uniform. At the
same time that the so-called "amour courtois" developed in the upper strata of society, a mentality also
developed, on a theoretical and psychological level, of contempt and condemnation of women. “Somni” and
“Curial and Guelfa” are a clear example of this contradictory duplicity.

2) Júlia Butinyà Jiménez (UNED). Les pobres Griseldes s’anaren empobrint amb els segles.
Griselda’s literary figure is a reliable example of a psychologically abused woman; but since the story of popular
literature, the source of the Decameron, has been changing status. To observe this tour in ss. XV and XVII and make
a contrast, we must have the medieval versions of Petrarch and Metge, linked to that of Boccaccio, since the story is
spread through these versions in Italian, Latin and Catalan, in a broad panorama. To follow that mistreatment we
turn to very diverse texts of a marginal or popular nature and in Catalan, referring the results to a broader connection
including two stories by Griselda in Spanish. The analysis shows that Metge’s defense of the firmly humanistic woman
was interrupted in general, which allows us to reflect on issues of literary periodization.

3) Josep Capdeferro (Universitat Pompeu Fabra) - Eulàlia Miralles (Universitat de València).
Als rics put l’Ospital com si fos sutge.
In the 1590s, the scribe Sebastià Roger (c. 1573-1623) was officially appointed archivist of the Hospital de Santa
Creu de Barcelona (Holy Cross Hospital in Barcelona). For more than two decades, he did a huge effort to
systematize all documents regarding the institution, principally wills and codiciles which may contain bequests
and charities for the hospital. Additionally, he wrote some interesting documents we want to focus on. A set
of them is located in the Archives of the Bishopric of Vic and contains: a) some legal projects to be submitted
to the Catalan Parliament to be held in Barcelona in 1599; b) the revendication of jurisdictional immunity for
people who may seek protection in the Holy Cross Hospital, partly under ecclesiastical rule; c) some octaves
linked with the forementioned legal projects; d) some free verses dealing with jurisdictional issues. A leitmotiv
connects all these elements: Sebastià Roger warned his potential readers that the hospital, crippled with debts,
may not be able to pursue its functions without the charity and generosity of people from Barcelona, mainly
patricians. The skilled scribe was well aware that people often turn their backs to institutions they do not know
well, and the hospital was dirty, miserable, smelly... not a place one would be willing to visit.

4) Aitana Finestrat Martínez (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona). Cartas: egodocumentos
para la vida cotidiana.
Egodocuments, those documents written in the first person that reflect the thoughts and experiences of their
authors, have traditionally been forgotten by the historiography. In particular, the correspondence has very
often been underestimated for considering its content too subjective or even “of little historical value”.
Therefore, its conservation has been generally neglected until the 80s of the last century. The letters are of
inestimable value for the analysis of daily life, fundamental for microhistory and essential in the understanding
of the population’s mentalities, which can be demonstrated especially in the development of the history of
women. In short, it is a source of great value that has not received the adequate attention until very recently.

5) Juanvi Fuertes Zapata (Universitat de València). El amor en el claustro: els amors marginals
en l'obra de Vicent Boix.
El amor en el claustro is a work by Vicent Boix where he presents some of the clichés and parameters that we find
and fit into a period such as romanticism. With two characters such as Eduardo and Adelaida, the author is
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able to present us with an environment that reflects a reality that the author himself lived in the first person
and an end of work where he shows his talent with some situations of his own invention.

6) Rubén Galera Hernàndez (Universitat de València). Vides i successos d'alguns monjos
del monestir de Sant Jeroni de Cotalba.
The monastery of Sant Jeroni de Cotalba is one of the great works that the duke of Gandia, Alfons el Vell,
carried out in the XIV century. Although it was founded by twelve monks brought from the Plana de Xàbia,
gradually they increased the number of religious that it could host, in order to arrive at forty. One of those
monks, who was an archivist, took care of leaving in writing most memorable ephemerides of the vicissitudes
of the monastery and of their monks. Over time, that served for the historians of the Order, as José Sigüenza,
to require every monastery the most relevant data of the foundation and the benefactors, but above all the
exemplary lives of the monks. Luckily, Francesc del Castillo, accoutant and archivist of Cotalba in the middle
of the 18th century, had enough information to write his Historia del Real Monasterio de Sant Jerónimo de Gandía o
de Cotalva. The objective of this communication so is to make known only the exceptional lives of the monks
of Cotalba who, within the monastic life, they witnessed beyond the grave events, healed the chronic ill by faith
and preached for weeks with very few hours of rest.

7) M. Ángeles Juanes Rovira (Universitat de València). L’àngel dissident. La identitat de
Llucifer a partir dels sermons de sant Vicent Ferrer.
Lucifer is not usually considered as an angel, however He is, actually. He appears in the Bible as the prideful
angel who rebelled against God, which is the reason why he inevitably becomes a dissident. Indeed, this is the
demon that St. Vincent shows in his sermons. In the end, a marginalized character who, curiously, acts in the
service of the one who has removed him from Heaven’s Court, God. Such a despicable being that he is capable
of provoking sin and, afterweards, accusing the sinner.

8) David Marqués (EASD Castelló - ISEACV). Mans mestres: Consideració d’una
perspectiva invisibilitzada.
The talk proposal that we are presenting, tries to elucidate about the invisible condition of somepeople's lives,
that, even knowing to be unknown, did an artistic-artisanal work that, in its own way, required knowledge,
mastery and, especially, 'an intellectually creative exercise'; as was, for example, the case of the embroiderers or
the manufacturers of Valencian silk in the XVIII century. These hands, 'helping the master' according to
George Steiner in Lessons of the Masters, have also proved to be master hands, because time has perpetuated
them, despite the fact that the winds of history have completely erased their names, perhaps because they were
not born under the sign of Saturn, which seems to bestow genius and temperament. This collective identity,
lost from the pages that describe our most general past, speaks to us from the interstices made possible by
microhistory and, in our opinion, claims to be considered.

9) Joaquim Martí Mestre (Universitat de València). Interés lingüístic d’uns processos
criminals dels segles XVI i XVII sobre amistançament.
This work is focused on the analysis of seven criminal proceedings of the 16th and 17th centuries of Valencia
and its sorrounding territories, where the concubinage is present, sometimes linked to adultery and rape. These
are sexual behaviors considered contrary to social guidelines that represented a form of marginal relationship,
which affected, fundamentally, women, who were seen by the social norm as the depositaries of family honour.
We describe the content of these texts and the behaviours of the people involved, focusing especially on
linguistic manifestations of these relationships, as well as other linguistic aspects of interest to the history of
the Catalan language.
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10) Francesc-Joan Monjo i Dalmau (Universitat d'Alacant). L'expulsió dels jesuïtes valencians
per Carles III (1767-1815).
The regular clergy of the Society of Jesus were taken from their homes and colleges because they were
considered hostages of “lèse-majesté” by King Charles III of Spain, as well as having earned the penalty of
banishment. The Jesuits uffered a bitter exile, first in Corsica and then in Italy. Their expulsion is seen as an
exemplary measure, demonstrating the power of the state over the Church from a political point of view.
However, from a human perspective there are several aspects involving genuine drama in the lives of these
religious members after their expulsion. Here we focus on both perspectives: the first being the most widely
studied while the second, forming part of the criteria applied by the so-called “history of emotions”.

11) María Inés Palleiro (Universidad de Buenos Aires - CNICT). Los follets y La Torre de los
Bichos del barrio porteño de La Boca: la pervivencia de una tradición catalana en Buenos
Aires.
In this presentation, I deal with an oral tale regarding a Catalonian migrant tradition and its virtual recreation,
connected with tourist itineraries of Buenos Aires city. This tradition, related to the follets, has not only survived
for centuries in Catalonian territory but also crossed the local boundaries, arriving to Argentina during the 19th
century. It can be found in fact in oral sources, in which it is intertwined with the imaginary biography of a
young paintress residing in the suburban neighborhood of La Boca, in Buenos Aires city. According to the oral
source, this legendary woman had a tragic death associated with these mysterious creatures, who arrived to
Argentina on a ship that transported pieces of Catalonian furniture, to populate the residence with European
cultural artifacts. Such an imaginary biography is interwoven with the one of a person who really did exist,
María Luisa Auvert Arnaud, the owner of the residence that housed the young paintress, belonging to a
Catalonian family. In this legendary recreation, the follets are presented as beings who harass the young resident
in a bohemian neighborhood of Buenos Aires, to the extent of inducing her to commit suicide. The paper is
aimed to analyze, with methodological tools of Folkloristics, theory of orality and discourse analysis, a process
of reconstruction and “invention of traditions” that bridge the boundaries between Catalonia and Buenos Aires.
It is also aimed to highlight the documentary value of oral and virtual texts, as well as other testimonial sources,
which can be considered as memory archives, useful to unravel the itineraries of surviving traditions.

12) Gertrudis Payàs (Universidad Católica de Temuco) - Emanuele Pes (Independent
Scholar). Andrés Febrés (Manresa, 1732 - Cagliari, 1790), la grammatica di una lingua
marginalizzata, pensata da esule.
After his arrival in Sardinia in the first half of 80's decade, the expatriated Jesuit Andrés Febrés (Manresa, 1732
- Cagliari, 1790) seems to rediscover the linguistic interests he had already expressed with the Arte de la lengua
general del reyno de Chile (Lima, 1765). In the island, hiding from Papal and Spanish agents and operating
under the name of Bonifacio d'Olmi, engaged in a clandestine printing activity against the suppression of the
Company, he conceived a language planning project of the Sardinian language, that included a grammar of
Sardinian language varieties and at least one work in verses on which to experiment his ortographic, lexical and
morphological innovations. The project largely halted as the ruling authorities in the island refused the printing
permission for the grammar. Only a few handwritten pages of the grammar survive. Our purpose is to describe
the outlines of Febrés' attempt.

13) Pere Poy Baena (Universitat de Barcelona - IRCVM). Dessoterrant la Bíblia hebrea
catalana. Mostra de la troballa de Js 18–24 en un manuscrit del segle XV.
Romance biblical philology did not pay attention to medieval Catalan biblical translations
until the end of the 19th century. And it does not realize the influence that, in different ways,
the Hebrew Bible exerts on them until the last decades of the 20th century. Since then,
research has shown its presence in the textual basis of these versions. But, more recently, the
same has ended up detecting the existence of a Catalan Hebrew Bible, translated to the late
medieval pe-riod. So far, fragments from this document can be unearthed in the manuscripts
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of the so–called Bíblia del segle XIV. Thus, this communication focuses on showing the
discovery of Josh 18–24.
14) Josep Enric Rubio (Universitat de València). Llàtzer i el ric: pobresa i marginalitat en un
sermó de sant Vicent Ferrer.
The imaginary of the poor surviving on the margins of urban society in the late Middle Ages has a paradigmatic
representation in the figure of Lazarus. Thanks to the sermons spread by the preachers, the story told in the
Gospel parable (Lk 16) allows to justify the social differences in this world, resolved in one compensatory
justice in the other. We will analyze the figures of Lazarus and the rich in a Vincentian sermon preached at the
Valencian Lent of 1413, which highlights an important value given to poverty: the right to fame for marginal
and, by definition, anonymous characters.
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Per visualitzar el Congrés (a partir del dia 15/10/2020): https://biografiesmarginals.com/congressos/
Hom podrà inscriure's (entre el 15 i el 30 d'octubre de 2020), fent servir la pestanya creada ad hoc,
dins el nostre web, i això li garantirà un certificat d'assistència.
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